
High Five greeting and review of ground rules. 
Slide 4 & 5 - Read through L.I, S.C and key vocabulary
together.  

Slide 6 - Ch will look at problem 1 on their whiteboards. Jim
has three digit cards. How many three digit  numbers can he
make? You can use the digit cards in any order. Write your
answers on your whiteboard. Slide  7 - Ch will look at problem
2 on their whiteboards. Slide 8 - Read through and discuss
the questions whole class. Slide 9 - Read with ch. Slide 10 -
Ask ch what type of mindset do you think you have at the
moment. Slide 11 - Read through different types of mindset
with ch and let them decide. Slide 12 - Ask ch 'What negative
thoughts have you had when finding a learning challenge
difficult?' Slide 13 - Ch will look at problem 3. Encourage ch to
notice any negative thoughts that come into their mind. 

Slide 14 - Reflection. Read with ch. Slide 15 - Take home.
Read with ch. Slide 16 - Pause , notice, breathe, play.

InstructionsActivities & Timings

Maths Problem
activities - 10 minutes 

Introduction & discussion  -
5 mins 

Reflection 2- 5 mins 

Evidence: Photographs of ch working through maths problems with a partner

Sign Post and Safeguard:

Assessment: H9, H23, H24, R21, R22, R23,  

Keep Learning
Mend Your MindsetKS1

To understand the difference between a growth mindset and a fixed mindset. 
To identify how I can improve my own mindset when facing challenges in learning.

Learning Intention

To understand the definition of a growth mindset. 
Success Criteria

Key Vocabulary

 growth mindset, fixed mindset,  resilience, perseverance, problem solving, 
Resources

small whiteboards and pens

Any other comments or next steps:

The focus of the session is for the ch to notice any negative thoughts and emotions when they
are faced with a learning challenge as opposed to the actual maths problems. Follow up activity:
Ch to come up with their own positive affirmation for when they face a learning challenge.


